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PharMaster

Manufacturing Execution System (MES)

BMSvision’s leading MES system for the pharmaceutical industry, PharMaster monitors and 
synchronizes manufacturing activities from independent operations to globally distributed 
plants. PharMaster is designed to seamlessly integrate with the company’s ERP system. 

Using the Microsoft Windows® operating system and Oracle® database, PharMaster offers a 
collaborative suite of application modules. PharMaster meets the needs of pharmaceutical 
operations including tablet making, blister packaging and liquid filling lines. The system is also 
well established in pharmaceutical support industries such as the manufacturing of medical 
devices (e.g. syringe molding, needle manufacture etc).

The result is a powerful and flexible management tool providing managers with real-time 
visibility on all Key Performance Indicators (KPI), enabling them to achieve operational excel-
lence and rapidly respond to changing conditions. 
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  PharMaster concept

  Networking the machines
PharMaster supports both cabled and wireless networks to connect 
the machines to the central server. Machines are equipped with 
one of BMSvision’s Data Units (see next page) for automatic as well 
as manual data collection or linked directly to the server through 
their Ethernet interface.

  Connecting remote sites
PharMaster supports the connection of multiple plants to one 
central server. In the remote sites, M-servers or WDL-servers, 
connected to a leased telephone line or the company’s Intranet, 
link the machines to the central computer system. A dedicated 
“multi-site consolidation module” on the central PharMaster server 
allows integrated reporting for all sites into one single reporting 
environment. 

  System requirements
PharMaster is available for 32-bit and 64-bit Windows servers, both 
on physical systems and in a virtualized environment. For clients, 
Windows Vista, 7 or 8 is required, or Terminal Services can be 
used. The database is Oracle driven.

  ERP system integration
PharMaster is easily integrated with the customer’s ERP system. 
Through a standard interface, order and product data is transferred 
from the ERP system and imported in the PharMaster database.

The integrated export functionality allows a straightforward upload 
of production data, calculated production schedules, work in 
progress and performance indicators from PharMaster to the ERP 
system.
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Inputs/outputs

DU11 tsDU DU8P DU7Pe DU2P

Digital/counter inputs 16 24 16 4 4

Analog inputs - 6 - - -

Relays 5 6 5 3 -

Outputs (open collector) - - - - 1

Serial ports 2 2 2 2 -

USB ports 2 2 - 2 -

Ethernet ports 3 3 - 3 -

Networking

DU11 tsDU DU8P DU7Pe DU2P

Wireless (WDL) • • • • (ext.) •

Wired (HSDL) - - • - -

Ethernet • (PoE) • - • (PoE) -

User interface

Display color color B/W - -

Touch screen • • - - -

Keyboard touch touch 31 keys - -

  Connecting machines to PharMaster

DU11: Touch screen Data Unit

The DU11 is a high-end member of the BMSvision data collection terminals featuring a 7” touch 
screen and a graphical intuitive web-based user interface. It is the perfect Data Unit for companies 
striving for paperless manufacturing. The DU11 comes with wired Ethernet or the proven BMSvision 
Bluetooth based wireless network interface. On screen language selection allows to switch between 
several western and Asian languages on the spot.
With the document control function, set up and quality control documents, maintenance and packing 
instructions related to the job can be displayed thus eliminating the distribution of physical docu-
ments on the shop floor.

tsDU: Touch Screen Data Unit with analog inputs

The tsDU is ideally suited for applications where a lot of automatic inputs/outputs are required. With 
its 24 digital and 6 analog inputs, it is the perfect unit for “in cycle” control. The tsDU serves as 
both a traditional monitoring Data Unit and an information point for the operator. Using touch screen 
buttons, the operator can ask for information on quality control, process instructions, machine setup, … 

DU8P: Data Unit with plain text machine interface
The DU8P is BMSvision’s mid-range data collection terminal. This Data Unit automatically counts 
production, monitors cycle times or speeds, detects machine stops and allows operators to enter 
additional information. Two serial ports allow direct connection to the machine’s microprocessor and 
measurement devices. Nine user definable “quick entry” keys are available for fast entry of the most 
important stop reasons. All other data entry is conducted through software driven function keys. The 
configurable display allows the operator to view all production and planning information at the machine.

WeB-DU: HMI application for multiple machines

The WeB-DU application is used as HMI for a number of machines and can run on browser-enabled 
touch screen devices such as PCs, tablets and smartphones. The machines require a BMSvision Data 
Unit to pick up production signals, or they are connected via Ethernet (see below). If limited inputs/
outputs are required, display-less Data Units can be used, e.g. DU2P or DU7Pe.

Machines with Ethernet interface

The latest generation of production machines is often equipped with an Ethernet interface for host 
communication. These machines are connected by means of a standard Ethernet network (UTP5 
cable or wireless) or by using the DU7Pe Data Unit for wireless communication. PharMaster supports 
the OPC communication standard. The OPC Servers can either run on a separate PC or on the actual 
PLC controlling the machine.

All Data Units except DU2P can be extended with Backup & Recovery, allowing a minimum of 24 
hours local data storage in case of server or network breakdown.
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  Reporting

All data is stored in an Oracle relational database. By means of 
a powerful report and formula generator, users can define and 
configure their own calculations and reports.

Integrated graphics allow managers to build their own personalized 
“dashboards’ for a quick and transparent analysis and evaluation 
of all Key Performance Indicators (KPI).

With the “multi-site consolidation” module, managers can compare 
KPI’s and processes between sites, allowing operations to learn 
and optimize from the best performers.

  Production visibility and analysis

  Real time machine monitoring

PharMaster’s most important real time analysis tool is the PLantvieW. 
In this color-coded layout of the plant, the machines are displayed 
in a number of colors, each color indicating a certain machine 
status or alarm condition.

The user selects the type of information to be displayed and user 
definable “filter sets” display only those machines which match a 
certain condition, for example all machines with OEE below 85%, 
machines producing too much waste, …

A “mouse click” on a specific machine or group of machines opens 
a window with detailed information for the selected machine(s).
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  Management Dashboard

This module allows the combined presentation of any data avail-
able in different BMSvision software modules into a single web 
based report. 

With this tool, each user can create his own dashboard showing 
all important KPI’s at a glance. As such, the manager can have all 
important information regarding efficiencies, quality and energy 
consumption displayed in real time on one single screen. Zooming 
functions allow him to drill down further in detail if required.

  OEE (Overall Equipment Effectiveness)

PharMaster includes all elements required for OEE reporting: 
equipment availability, performance and production quality 
(rejects) is collected automatically from the machines. Analysis of 
these important KPI’s drives efficiency improvements resulting in 
considerable cost savings.

With the “multi-site consolidation” module, managers can compare 
KPI’s between sites allowing operations to learn from the best 
performers (benchmarking).

available time

loading time

operating time 
(availability)

net operating time 
(performance)

valuable operating time 
(quality)

planned 
downtime

downtime 
losses

quality 
losses

speed 
losses

  Management reporting
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  Managing job schedules

MONTH

  Real time job schedule

PharMaster’s planboard lets you know within seconds whether 
you can meet customer’s requested delivery dates. Orders can 
be entered directly into the system or down loaded from the ERP 
system. 

Based on the actual situation in the plant and technical restrictions 
stored in the system’s database, the system helps the planner in 
finding the optimum job sequence. Jobs can be rescheduled by 
simple “drag and drop” operations on the plan board. Jobs which 
are too late are automatically highlighted allowing the planner to 
take the necessary actions to get the situation under control again. 

203272
  Kan Ban support

More and more manufacturers have switched from traditional order 
based planning (push) to Kan Ban planning (pull). PharMaster 
supports this Kan Ban functionality. 

In the Kan Ban philosophy, material or component requirements are 
triggered by the process that consumes this component. A “Kan 
Ban Card” is sent to the work center that produces this component. 
This bar coded card contains the product code, tool and quantity 
required. Scanning this card at the machine automatically generates 
a “production job” in the PharMaster database.
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  Schedule adherence

PharMaster offers a powerful tool to compare the progress of the 
current production plan with a target. Once the planning team 
create the schedule for the day (or week) it can be automatically 
downloaded into the PharMaster system. As the products are 
manufactured, their progress is monitored and real-time reports 
can be created to compare the actual production performance 
versus planned performance. This provides live schedule adher-
ence information to the planner as to whether orders are running as 
expected (expressed as a number of hours above or below target).

  Planning reports
Once the jobs are scheduled, a set of reports is available for plan-
ning, production and set up crew. They allow the managers to 
organize the necessary raw materials, operators and other resources. 

Based on the scheduled machine load and the production calen-
dar, the system also generates the tool and color change forecast 
reports, allowing efficient planning of change-overs.
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PharMaster can be extended with a DID (Digital Information 
Display) for quick and effective communication of actual perfor-
mance (OEE), outputs/rejects, alarm conditions, etc. in the 
plant. The DID driver software allows flexible configuration of the 
displays, such as:

• Data to be displayed 
(selectable from the BMSvision PLantvieW data items).

• Text font/size/color.
• Machine filter.
• Update interval.

  Digital signage

  Operator tracking

Operator tracking allows both direct and indirect operators to 
log on/off at a machine via the BMSvision Data Unit. This can 
be done in a number of ways:

• The operator simply types in a number (operator ID) 
• RFID proximity device (tag reader)
• Barcode slot reader
• CCD scanner

Operators can be categorized into those that only need to log 
on at the machine (automatically logged off at the end of a 
shift) and those such as supervisors, quality operatives and 
maintenance people who need to both log on and log off.
 
The operator tracking software stores all recorded informa-
tion by operator code. Reports can be generated showing e.g. 
production, scrap, machine speed, downtime and efficiencies 
by operator. Both direct and indirect labor component can 
thus be reported for each production order allowing accurate 
allocation of labor cost to orders and products.


